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1.  Introduction 
 
This technical note is Part 25 of a series in NDT.net.   
 
In Parts 23 and 24 of this series, we used photoelastic visualisation to illustrate that the so-
called creeping wave is merely the high angle compression mode glancing along the near 
surface.  Two separate videos were made to illustrate that there is nothing special about the 
probes marketed as “creeping-wave” probes, and in fact, the effect can just as easily be 
generated using a linear array phased-array probe.   
 
Confusion as to the nature of the so-called creeping wave has been increased by those who 
have decided to differentiate a near-surface and far-surface version of the so-called creeping 
wave. To some [1], the high angle compression wave technique seems to be limited to just 
piping as they refer to an ID creeping wave and an OD creeping wave.  Essentially identical 
terminology and concepts are described in earlier reports by EPRI [2] where the same 
acronyms CE-1 and CE-2 (collateral echo 1 and 2) are used to denote the “mode converted” 
echo (CE-1) and the “inside creeping wave” (CE-2).  The principles need not be restricted to 
pipe and can just as easily apply to plate.  
 
EPRI helped prepare the ASTM planar sizing document, E2192, [3] in 2002 and the 
information was updated so as to avoid the use of the many acronyms that had crept into the 
terminology.  The image now used in E2192 labels the A-scan with “direct-long echo”, 
“mode-converted echo” and “creeping wave echo”.  The image in E2192 (see Figure 1) is 
indicated as being associated with a 30% notch.  We were unable to generate such a large 
direct L-mode signal with the simultaneous occurrence of the other two signals with the same 
amplitude, even though we used a slightly thinner section.   
 

 
Figure 1 Example of the response from a 30% notch using the so-called creeping 
wave probe.  

The video to this article can be seen here: www.ndt.net/search/docs.php3?id=20450&content=1
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This technical note, along with the associated video presented on NDT.net, provides evidence 
showing the so-called ID or Inside “creeping wave” is nothing more than the reflected shear 
headwave.   
 
 
2.  Photoelastic Setup 
 
The video associated with this technical note is a bit longer than previous videos because it 
starts with a sequence of images illustrating the echo-dynamics of the probe being advanced 
towards the notch.  Contrary to the images seen in the literature [1, 3], the spacing between 
the identified peak signals is not necessarily small nor do the signals all peak at the same 
probe standoff from the notch.  
 
In the photoelastic setup, the glass sample is 25mm thick and 25mm high 130mm long.  A 
6mm x1mm notch is cut 75mm from one end.  A 5MHz 64element linear array probe is used 
on a 45L refracting wedge.  The delay law is configured to produce a 74° L-mode in the glass 
with 32 elements starting at element 30.  Figure 2 indicate the position of the probe where the 
initial A-scan is captured and we see that at 65mm standoff the L-mode is closely aligned to 
produce a maximum signal from the notch tip..  
 

 
Figure 2 Sketch of linear array probe on glass sample at start of dynamic scan 
 
 
In the video, the dynamic scan starts with the direct L-mode signal aligned with the vertical 
blue cursor indicating 72.5mm sound-path (in compression mode).  As the distance to the 
notch decreases the sound path of the L-mode also decreases as does its amplitude.  By the 
time we have reached 45mm standoff from the notch, the L-mode is starting to significantly 
reduce in amplitude while the signal identified in ASTM E2192 as the mode-converted signal 
has reached a maximum.  At the 45mm standoff position, the signal that occurs slightly later 
in time than the mode-converted signal is seen at about 40% screen-height.  The sequence of 
A-scans, from 65mm to 45mm standoff, are shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3 Sequence of A-scans from 65mm to 45mm standoff 
 
 
By the time the probe has reached the 30mm standoff position the L-mode has disappeared 
and the other two signals remain until within 5-10mm standoff.   
 
The second part of the video illustrates the path of the pulse when the probe is positioned at 
about 45mm standoff.  In the first part of the video the A-scan and position of the probe on 
the glass sample is indicated starting with the exit point of the 74° beam at approximately 
65mm from the notch.  The probe is then moved forward in approximately 5mm increments.  
The associated A-scan image shows that the direct L-mode signal never achieves high 
amplitude relative to the other signals.  By observing the amplitude distributions in each 
position, it was determined that at 45mm standoff the probe would be in a position that could 
allow viewing of the origins of all three main signals.   
 
As Figure 4 indicates, the 45mm standoff position is just past the point where the 74° L-mode 
would be ideally positioned to detect the notch tip but still back from the point where the 
shear mode would be making a corner reflection with the notch.  
 

 
 
Figure 4 Position of probe for photoelastic video of pulse progression 
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3  Comments on the photoelastic images 
 
In the photoelastic video, even before the direct L-mode reaches the notch we can observe 
that the diffraction arcs from the probe active aperture have reached the far surface and have 
begun the reflection and mode conversion process.  The arc from the reflected L-mode is too 
faint to see clearly in the video; however, the mode converted shear from the active aperture 
tips make strong indications as seen in Figure 5.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 5 Direct L-mode approaches notch while L-mode of lower aperture tip arcs 
have reflected and mode converted off far surface 
 
 
The direct L-mode strikes the notch at its upper tip.  This forms the familiar tip-diffraction 
arcs.  The process also generates a diffraction arc in the shear mode.  These are seen in Figure 
6.  
 
At about the same time as the direct L-mode strikes the upper notch tip, the mode-converted 
shear-wave that has been forming as the L-mode reflects from the far surface, also starts its 
reflection from the bottom of the vertical surface of the notch.  The direct L-mode reflecting 
from the notch tip soon spreads so it is glancing along the far surface moving back towards 
the probe.  This generates another shear headwave.  This shear headwave and corner 
reflecting mode-converted shear wave are now seen returning towards the probe as a single 
pulse. 

Direct 
L-mode 

Shear 
headwave 

Mode converted shear 
arcs from direct L-
mode of upper and 
lower aperture tip arcs 
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Figure 6 Shear mode corner reflections and shear headwave formed by reflecting 
mode-converted shear 
 
The corner reflected mode-converted shear pulse together with the headwave from the portion 
of the direct L-mode that reflects off the notch and then glances along the far surface, 
accounts for the second main signal of concern.  
 
Figure 7 illustrates the next main interaction with the notch.  This comes from the headwave 
that is generated by the direct L-mode glancing along the near surface.  This headwave is seen 
forming a vee at the reflection point on the far surface and a mode-converted longitudinal 
wave is initiated at the contact point.  It would seem that earlier explanations of this event 
identified this longitudinal pulse as a so-called creeping wave.  However, as the video 
progresses, we see that the shear headwave in fact makes the initial contact with the upper tip 
of the notch and then begins reflecting as it moves down the notch vertical face.  As the 
contact point of the reflecting headwave from the far surface reaches the base of the notch, the 
corner reflecting process continues as the reflecting headwave then moves upwards along the 
vertical face of the notch.   

Tip diffracted L-mode 

Tip diffracted S-mode 

Shear headwave from glancing L-mode off notch-tip diffraction 

Corner reflected shear wave from reflecting mode-converted shear 
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Figure 7 Shear mode corner reflection of initial shear headwave formed by direct 
L-mode  
 
 
Indeed there is an interaction of the longitudinal mode with the notch.  It occurs slightly later 
in time and as a result does not coincide with the corner reflection of the shear headwave.  In 
Part 7 of this series [4] it was demonstrated how even a shear-mode pulse interacting with a 
notch-tip will form a longitudinal-mode diffraction.  The tip-diffracted shear headwave forms 
a spherical longitudinal wave that moves down the vertical surface of the notch.  As the 
process continues the shear headwave continues its reflection along the notch.  But this also 
produces a mode-converted L-mode moving down the notch surface together with the tip-
diffracted L-mode.  
 
The spherical tip-diffracted L-mode and the mode-converted L-mode from the incident shear 
headwave now move away from the notch as a glancing L-mode along the far surface. This 
forms another strong shear headwave. 
 
This shear headwave closely matches the time of formation of the corner reflection of the 
reflecting shear headwave that was formed by the direct L-mode.   
 
It is the shear mode from the headwave corner reflections combined with the shear headwave 
formed by the glancing reflected L-mode that forms the third significant signal seen on the A-
scans.  Two parallel shear-wavefronts moving towards the probe are easily seen in Figure 8. 
These are the second and third signals of concern as noted in ASTM E2192.  
 

Incident Shear 
headwave  

Mode-converted L-
mode from shear 
headwave reflecting 
from backwall  

Reflected Shear 
headwave  
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Figure 8 Shear mode corner reflection of initial shear headwave formed by direct 
L-mode  
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
In the 1980s and 1990s some authors identified the glancing incidence of a high-angled 
longitudinal mode as the so-called creeping wave signal.  This was used to detect near 
surface flaws.  When the same authors used the term creeping wave as the origin of the signal 
identified as the Inside or ID creeping wave, it created significant confusion because its actual 
origin is shear mode.   
 
The drawings used by those earlier authors suggested that there were two separate waves 
called the “direct” and “indirect” shear waves.  These were given separate directions and exit 
points.  In fact, as we watch the photoelastic videos it is apparent that the shear mode 
predicted by Snell’s Law and the shear headwave are, for practical purposes, inseparable.   
 
We can observe a slight broadening of the pulse seen on the A-scan in the “third signal of 
interest” from the corner-reflected shear.  This can be accounted for by the nearly 
simultaneous arrival of the corner-reflected shear headwave and the tip diffracted shear wave 
that formed when the mode-converted L-mode reflected and mode-converted from the notch 
(the arc is labelled in Figure 8).  
 
In fact, the three signals associated with the high-angle longitudinal probe used to assess 
surface-breaking flaws on the far surface would be more correctly identified as; 
 Direct longitudinal 
 Mode converted shear 
 Corner-reflected shear headwave 
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For more information about the photoelastic system see 
http://eclipsescientific.com/Products/Training/Photoelastic/index.html  

The video to this article can be seen here: www.ndt.net/search/docs.php3?id=20450&content=1
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